
Bridging the gap. 
Using EDGE for deemed to satisfy and 

rational assessment for building code compliance.



Introduction

The primary purpose of this document is to investigate whether or not the 
EDGE tool can be used as a deemed to satisfy tool for SANS10400-XA. 
Any required features or additional requirements will be highlighted

Deemed to satisfy is the most widely used method of compliance.
A bridge between the ease of use of a deemed to satisfy approach with the 

additional insights from a rational assessment will be needed to meet city policy objectives. 



The role of BCOs is to verify information presented for building 
plan approval against the requirements of the building code. 

There are three  methods of complians available for projects

Rational
assessment

Rational 
design

Deemed 
to satisfy

Construction elements that make up building envelope. 

Roof
Fenestration and shading
Floors and walls

Building fabric : 
Lighting, 
Hot water 
Heating/cooling systems.

Building systems : 

What is regulated

The Role of BCO

Deemed to satisfy is the one applicable for 
this discussion.



Prescriptive set of minimum requirements that cannot be deviated from. Submissions must 
show that all elements of SANS10400XA have been addressed and included in the design.

Deemed to satisfy

User

Submits report using calculation tool 
of their choice. There is no verification 
or certification of deemed to satisfy.

BCOs verify the inputs in these 
tools. 

BCO role is to check that inputs 
submitted are as per design doc-
uments and  final construction

Calculation tools Manual Verification On site
BCO Evaluates Building Inspector

These tools are currently not 
designed to provide a figure for 
energy in the form of energy use 
intensity. They only calculate 
requirements based on a set of 
inputs. City policy objectives 
namely net-zero by 2030 will 
require buildings to provide energy 
use intensity.



Climate files for all major cities in South Africa are included in EDGE. 
This covers all the climatic regions included in SANS10400 XA. 
Benchmarks for minimum performance are adjusted based on this input.

Using EDGE for Deemed to Satisfy



Fenestration and shading

Proposed 2020 Regulations

Using the current regulations, when a buildings window to floor ratio exceeds 15%, complicated 
equations must be used to calculate shading and glass performance requirements.
Fenestration calculations are therefore a particular focus of deemed to satisfy compliance.

It is recommended that the minimum glass performance figures be 
auto populated in EDGE.

EDGE already has fields for inputs on u-value, shgc.  
If a deemed to satisfy route is being pursued, 
thermal performance of glass can be auto calculated based on 
inputs for the window to floor area. 
Inputs can be done per orientation. 

Ratio of fenestration area to floor area is used to determine 
u-value and shgc requirements using a simplified table.

EDGE Features

Ticked Box

Ticked Box indicates measure 
is included in calculations.

Auto generated if calculation 
does not meet standard.

Warning



EDGE Features Building fabric  

Currently no input for floors in EDGE. 

Current version of EDGE provides a warn-
ing when minimum SANS requirements are 
not met. These minimums are calculated 
based on building type and climate zone as 
per SAN requirements

Walls / Roof / Floors

Ticked Boxes Warning



EDGE Features Building systems  

Minimum requirements of SANS are 
provided in tables. Project teams to input 
outcomes of lighting power density 
calculations into the EDGE tool along with 
the type of lighting. It is recommended 
that the calculated lighting power density 
should be an EDGE input.

Minimum requirements of SANS are provided in tables. 
Project teams to input minimum performance of 
equipment as per data sheets. 

Current version of EDGE provides a 
warning when hot water requirements are 
not met. Reference is made to providing 
either heat pump or solar hot water 
heating. 
Current warning must be updated to
include gas.

Lighting

Hot water

HVAC

Screenshot from EDGE Showing Energy Effecient Measures

Currently no input for gas in EDGE. 



Using new SANS tables, a house with 26% window to floor ratio 
requires glass with u-value 4.4  and SHGC 0.44. This information 
is extracted from the regulations and put into the app. The rest of 
the inputs would be as per design with verification of input 
documents done by BCO as per normal operation

Design InputsHow It Works

Fenestration

Roof

Heating / Cooling 

External Walls

Hot water

Glazing

Lighting



Deemed to satisfy Summary

EDGE tool creates a summary document with all inputs that can be submitted to council.
The full document is provided as an appendix. This is not editable by the user. 

How It Works -



Agrement certified thermal simulation software is used to confirm that a build-
ing performs to a level that is equal to or better than one provided by SANS10400:XA. 
Deviation from the prescripitve requirements of the code is allowed as long as the overall energy 
performance meets the required benchmarks.

In terms of the person using the software, the assumptions of the agrement certificate 
in terms of allowable users will be used. This is where there is a lot of issues. 

Rational assessment

User

Submits report from agrement 
cerified  software

Simulation to determine
 theoretical annual energy
performance of the building 
and compare it to the required 
benchmarks

BCO role is to check that inputs 
submitted are as per design 
documents and final construction

Agrement Thermal
Simulation Software

BCO Plan Review
Site InspectionSimulation tools



Rational assessment

Assuming the software is agrement certified: 

Reflects minimum sans requirements for building type 
and climate zone

Reflects actual design. If equal to or better than base case, then SANS 
requirements are met. 

This is a much easier way to do a rational assessment and will 
allow more people to be able to go this route and improve
energy efficiency over and above minimum requirements.

Base case

Improved case

Using Edge



Deemed to satisfy and rational assesment

A tool that turns deemed to satisfy into a rational assessment when required is therefore re-
quired to take projects from minimum code compliance to net-zero standard.

It should be as easy as doing deemed to satisfy for both the user and for the BCO or building 
inspector. At the same time, it should allow the easy appraisal of additional building initiatives 
to improve energy efficiency further.



Proposed Solution

By using the EDGE tool, projects can show compliance with deemed to satisfy and also 
go beyond to show compliance with Net-zero targets. 

This requires specifically: 

Improving building efficiency outside of the minimum requirements
 Addition of solar to projects to offset energy use and make a building 

netzero. 



Rational assessment using EDGE

EDGE output gives a report of inputs 
including achieving the net-zero standard. 

How It Works -

Verification of inputs by BCO would 
be as per normal proceduren. 



1. In general EDGE maps well to the minimum requirements.

2. Ground floors would have to be included in EDGE calculations.

3. Gas to be included in the 50% minimum requirement for hot water.
 
4. If possible, a warning on minimum shgc and uvalue based on the new 
sans tables. eg if they have 26% window to floor area then the tool should 
provide the required minimum performance as per the code.

5. Add input for calculated lighting power density to EDGE.

Deemed to satisfy using EDGE - Summary of findings
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